
  

University Supervisor + Program Faculty Chair Mtg. 
Tuesday, October 18, 2022 @ 2:00 p.m. 

     109 Dickey Hall 
Recorded by Mary Henderson 

Attendees:  
Agriculture – Rebekah Epps; Art – n/a; *EDP – Kathleen Aspiranti; Elementary – Sharon 
Brennan, Laura Darolia, Cindy Jong, Joni Meade, Pam Seales, Kim White; English – Jennifer 
Doyle; IECE – *Sarah Hawkins, Kelly Sampson; *ISD – Kun Huang; KHP – Heather Erwin, Hildi 
Nicksic; Math – Molly Fisher, *Jonathan Thomas; Middle – Lisa Amick, Mary Ann Vimont; MIC 
Soc. Studies – Ryan Crowley, Alicia McCollum; Music – Abigail Van Klompenberg, Martina 
Vasil; Science – Lin Xiang; *Social Work – Janet Doss; Special Education – Channon Horn; 
Visual Impairment – Donna Brostek Lee; World Languages/ESL – Stayc DuBravac, *Sihui 
Echo Ke 
*=Program Faculty Chair guests 

Field Experiences Office: Bill Forker, Mary Henderson, Martin Mills; COE Administration – 
Margaret Mohr-Schroeder, Margaret Rintamaa 

Special Guests – Josh McConnell Parsons, Christopher Reese 

Today’s meeting was held jointly with University Supervisors AND Program Faculty Chairs due 
to the main topic of Unit-Wide Assessments (UWAs), which is pertinent to both audiences. 

The meeting began promptly at 2:00 p.m.  

Discussion about Revising “Student Teachers as Substitute Teachers” Policy 
Background 

• Currently, STs can sub up to 20 days in their classroom during student teaching, after 
being in their placements for at least a week or two. 

• Some schools have expressed interest in wanting our STs to be the permanent sub in 
their ST classroom starting from Day 1 for the spring semester, in order to address the 
shortage of certified teachers and substitute teachers. 

• EPSB allows it, and peer/regional institutions have relaxed their substitute policies. If 
school asks, and ST wants to do it, they allow it to happen. 

 
Discussion/Suggestions 

• Allow STs to start subbing from Day 1 in their placements, if the school asks, and if the 
program faculty are supportive, and if the ST wants to do it.  

• Ask districts to provide a mentor teacher within the school building, with a written 
agreement about the mentor teacher’s role. 

• It would have to be on a case-by-case basis, with faculty approval for each individual. 
• It would have to be in the ST’s content area.  

o No waiver needed for programs normally requiring dual placements, unless there 
is no evidence the ST had varied experiences leading up to student teaching. 

• How to keep the ST from feeling pressured into it when they aren’t comfortable? 
o Conference with UK folks--no school personnel included--and let ST decide.  

 
 



Next Steps 
• MMS will edit the current “STs as Subs” policy to include more specific language about 

STs asked to take on long-term sub positions, to include:  
o The school/district MUST consult with program faculty; 
o There must be a named mentor in the building with documented responsibilities; 
o The ST can refuse the arrangement; 
o Program faculty can disallow on a case-by-case basis. 

 
Discussion about Practicum Students as Substitute Teachers 

• Can students sub during practicum semester, and count it towards their 200 field hours? 
o It is a program-level decision whether faculty will allow their students to count 

subbing experiences as field hours. 
o If counted, the subbing must be in a classroom in the student’s content area--

and preferably not across multiple classrooms, in order to provide some 
consistency during the practicum experience. 

• Is there/will there be a unit-wide policy for this? 
o We haven’t come up with a unit-wide policy because practicum structures vary so 

widely across our program areas. However, programs wanting to allow it are 
strongly encouraged to draft formal policies and submit to the Field Experience 
office for review before implementing. 
 Consider limiting to a fixed number of days and discouraging “hopping” 

between many classrooms/schools. 
 
Combining US & PFC Meetings? 
Brief comments about possibly combining PFC & US meetings, moving forward. Stay tuned! 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS 

• University Supervisor Meetings Tues: 11/15/22; 2/21/23, 4/18/23    |   2-3pm, 109 DH 
• Professional Seminar for STs Friday 11/4, 12:30-5:00, Gatton Student Center 
• Spring US orientation  TENTATIVE: Tues 1/3/23, 11:00-1:00, DH 109 
• Spring ST orientation  TENTATIVE: Tues 1/3/23, main session 2-3:15pm, TEB Auditorium 

 
Unit-Wide Assessment (UWA) Rubric Alignment Presentation   
Presenter: Josh McConnell Parsons, UK Evaluation Center 
 
For this presentation, refer to the attached slides, and also the detailed notes from Christopher 
Reese, also attached. Some supplemental notes (not meant to stand alone): 
 

• For us, a “3” means proficiency/graduation. 
• These are great at showing progress over time, but there isn’t a way to show how to 

apply a single rubric within the context of a specific program. So when rating the 
assessment, performance indicators may need to be evaluated holistically, rather than 
checking boxes. 

o Base it on 1) Performance level descriptions in the standard; 2) Level 3 equals 
graduation target; 3) Evidence in front of you (assessment) 



o Performance level descriptions may not perfectly align with your assessment 
(evidence) b/c of rubric style. Ask yourself, “Based on these three things, how 
would I rate this student in this skill area?” 

• Must have two raters per student, but students should only get one combined rating at 
the end. Set up the students ahead of time to understand how a proficiency-based rubric 
works (e.g., a 2 at midpoint is OK!) 

• Last year’s pilot data is a catalyst for today’s conversation: Almost every student scored 
a 3 on every assessment. Data basically said we had design and diagnose achieved at 
midpoint. Is it true that the students were all truly ready to graduate by midpoint? 

• Rubrics were initially developed by university faculty, along with an external reviewer. 
After the pilot, people reported challenges distinguishing between levels. 

• Target will remain at 3. What will potentially change is the descriptions of what 
performance corresponds with each level.  

o Are there any abstract or confusing words?  
o Is there too much overlap?  
o Are descriptions too easy/hard for students to achieve? 
o Is there anything that feels like it doesn’t belong?  
o Document impressions and send feedback to MMS, C. Reese, Josh Parsons. 

• Rubric revision process – TBD. MMS is examining best next steps 
 
UWA Action items 

• Have an internal norming session/discussion with graders. 
• Communicate to students about rubric types/expectations  

o e.g., 3=grad level (though not required for graduation); it’s OK to be at a 2 at 
midpoint; rubric scores do not directly correlate with course/coursework grades! 

o Discuss with students any areas where they may need support. 
• Confirm w/MMS about collecting unit-level scores 
• Document challenges you may have with rubrics; send feedback of any kind!!! 
• Reach out if you want to be a part of rubric revision process. 
• Use the slides as you see fit to guide your conversations with graders and students. 
• There must be reference to the UWA in the syllabus. 
• Use our GoogleDoc or Excel templates for scoring. 

o Save in “UK EPP Program Documentation” folder on GoogleDrive, which 
contains PDSA cycle documents: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18O-
WkUJl7-J_6pue1lke6P9MaV7pbbdO/edit#gid=1340997985 

o The form is UWA scoring rubric template at the very bottom of the folders.  
 
Other Considerations 

• Can pass student teaching with a score of 2, but 3 is preferred/target.  
• If your program is on a different timeline (e.g., Music), provide context that the students 

are doing it very early on in their program. 
• Instead of trying to individualize and map to course grades, think in context of meeting 

standards, building more capacity and support around those ideas.  
• Reflect in your data that we know students aren’t ready at practicum level to be in their 

own classrooms. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18O-WkUJl7-J_6pue1lke6P9MaV7pbbdO/edit#gid=1340997985
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18O-WkUJl7-J_6pue1lke6P9MaV7pbbdO/edit#gid=1340997985


o “There’s a tension between being excellent for where you are right now, vs. being 
a master overall.” 

• Moving forward, consider using only the UWA rubric to score the Design portion. 
• We need fairness and reliability, but assessment doesn’t need to get in the way of 

teaching. Streamline the process so teaching takes precedent. 
• Question about 2-week timeline being very challenging. 

o It was an attempt at creating consistency and constraining variables, but if you 
want to deviate from that timeline, discuss with MMS and C. Reese.  

o It creates gaps/equity issues between programs if they are taking vastly different 
amounts of time to complete the assignments. 

 
3:05 end of UWA content 
 
Discussion about practicum students as substitute teachers–see bullet points above UWA notes 
 
3:16 end discussion 


